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Weekly Newsletter from 28 March to 1 April 2016 
Our strategy is changing from this week – Now we will work on a few trades which may bring you 

a fortune 

 

Dear Members,  

Every market or financial instrument moves because of human action, and in the financial market, 
human action is either buy or sell. Every buy or sell represents huge expectations and the expectation 
is full of emotion. The Astro combinations guide us as to which side of the trade will win (buyer/seller).   

We have heard many story of success in trading and investment of many individuals. We have also 
tested that small part of success in trading a few times in our career where we turned $15000 into a 
few millions (in 1997/1998), an $18000 trading account went to $4.7 million in a few months (from 
Jan to May 2005), and a $21000 account to $875000 in early 2009. Many successful traders and 
investors have built an unbelievable amount of profit in their career trading the financial markets, 
and whenever we think about successful investors, Warren Buffet’s name is always the first to come 
to mind. You can take the example of people who created billions of dollars from nothing. Bill Gates 
started his career in his garage, Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg started it in his dorm room and list 
goes on. 

I have been writing about the financial market for over a two decades and yesterday I thought very 
deeply about what I should do or how I should advise to my members so that they can become 
successful in investing or trading because overall, my last three decades’ trading records show that 
the astro indicators are guiding us very well about what is going to happen in the future coming time 
so now what is important is to understand how we should act to take complete advantage of these 
indicators. 

I have been thinking lot and putting lot on paper that what strategy will make you successful traders 
with the help of astro indicators. I am planning something very big, and I will come out with a strategy 
in the next few weeks’ letter so staying focused from April 2016 to December 2018 will be in our 
strategy and every follower or member should make multi-fold returns.  

Here are a few points which can help us in build a successful career in trading and investment:  

In short term or day trading you have to be very disciplined to close the positions whether or not they 
are in our favor. In this trading strategy one should only allocate 5% from your investment poll 
account.    
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In Medium term you have to allocate a certain amount of money and hold that trade and go in and 
out a few times. In this trading strategy one should only allocate 25% from your investment poll 
account. 

Longer term trades which you are ready to take and are hoping that the trade is great and excites you, 
and you want to ride it until it hits a top or bottom. These trades normally come very rarely, (I.e. 
buying gold, oil or silver in 2001; selling oil in 2008; buying the market in March 2009; selling oil in 
2014; selling silver at $50.00 2011; buying FMCC at $0.20 in 2011/12; or buying dollar index buying 
at 79.00 in 2014). We were able to predict many more such trades at the right time but hardly any 
made fortunes out of these trades because many things come along in life and either we got out too 
quickly, or we take another trade at the same time which ends up going wrong.  

I was thinking very deeply about this thing during the last three days and was trying to figure out how 
we should take 100% advantage of the astro indicators. I still believe that we can do it because there 
will be many trades which will be indicated by the astro indicators, so from here onwards those who 
plan to make medium and longer term investments should get ready, and I want to plan a strategy 
from the day we start the trade to the day we decide to close the trade. I believe this will be the most 
interesting strategy because in-depth thinking during the last three days has changed everything in 
me and I want to just focus on the opportunities where you will make money. Yes, the weekly 
newsletter is a great service, but I want to put more focus on a clear strategy in the weekly newsletter 
so that you can take complete advantage of the astro indicators.  

You have to remember that big money making opportunities don’t come every week or every month. 
They only come a few times in a year and you have to grab these opportunities without thinking about 
what the world is saying about it. Many medium term or sudden money making opportunities come, 
like six weeks ago when going long oil was one of the best bets at $27.71 and it moved 50% higher. 
This was a great buying opportunity. Buying S&P at 1812 was a great trade and S&P moved more than 
200 points.  

I think I will change our recommendation style a bit from here onwards. I will put more focus on where 
the money making opportunities are. The weekly newsletter’s style will remain the same but we will 
provide a very clear message about what we should do and we are sure it will help you in making 
trading decisions according to the astro cycles.  

Important note: We are planning to create a strategy in a few weeks which may make you a fortune 
so let’s focus from mid-2016 to December 2018. Every week our weekly newsletter will become more 
and more interesting and exciting. 
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This week on Thursday at 4.30 AM Santa Barbara time our Android and 
iOS app will be ready to use on your hand held device so you can read the 
letters and manage your subscription’s on your hand held device. Extra 
features like live quotes, economic calendar, and message alert will also 
be there. The Download instructions for the App will be there in the 
launching email on Thursday.  

 

There is this week’s news and overall outlook all different futures market: 

GOLD/SIVER/BASE METALS 

Let me tell one thing very clearly, and that is that the overall 
trend in gold and silver looks very horrible for the medium 
and longer term. Gold has not been able to remain above 
$1250 for more than 11 days which is an important astro 
pattern (33% of one-months zodiac cycle of Sun in one sign). 

This week precious and base metals will trade mixed, but 
one should keep in mind that this will be the final positive 

week for metals. Gold have lost value in emerging market 
currency term and will keep losing big value in Rupee, Real, Rand and Rubble term.     

On Monday and Tuesday, the Scorpio Moon may support metals around the lower sides, so buying 
opportunity may come around the lower side level mentioned below. From Wednesday onwards 
any positivity……  

 

INDEXES 

Last week some profit booking was witnessed in most of 
the global markets. This week is starting with a Scorpio 
Moon so some kind of uncertainty will come in the 
market but remember that both side moves are on the 
way in most of the indexes.  

Those who like to stay away can stay on the side-line 
during this week should. Those who like to trade in and 

out can trade as per day trading strategy letter or daily 
Flashnews, or you can acquire positions around in S&P around 2017, global market will trade mix.....  

THIRTY YEAR BOND 
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Last week Thirty Year Bond traded mixed to positive. Thirty 
Year bond may bring huge profit… 

 

 

 

 

SOFTS COMMODITIES 

Last week on Wednesday and Thursday softs commodities 
struggled. Sugar prices crash on Thursday as predicted and at 
this stage we are enjoying predicting sugar and coffee’s trend 
because both these softs have been moving as predicted in 
the last two months. We still believe that selling sugar around 
$16.65 will provide great returns, but on the other hand 
coffee will provide great returns if you keep adding buying 

positions. On Thursday sugar prices lost more than 5.2%, or it 
lost all gains of week. We 
strongly recommend 
selling sugar below 
$16.35 to $16.65 and that 
proven great trade as 
Friday sugar prices went 
high up to $16.72 and 
close sharply lower at 
$15.78. 

This week still we 
recommend buying 
coffee around $128.00…. 

 

GRAINS 

The Astro indicators were able to guide us very clearly on grains trend since 2003. I think it is time for 
traders to focus on grains as well. I know many who trade metals don’t touch grains or softs and those 
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who trade grains don’t trade metals. However, we have to be 
opportunistic because remaining open will provide us with 
a great advantage of making money wherever a money 
making opportunity is there.  

Soy, meal, soy oil and corn are performing well… 

 

ENERGY 

Last week oil prices struggle to move higher as predicted… 
 

 

 

 

CURRENCIES 

Last week USD stabilized at 95.00 level… 

 

 

 

 

Final Note: 

Markets are entering in to most exciting time and metals may enter in worst cycle after this week, 
add more positions in S&P 2015 and sell gold around $1239 to $1250.  

Thanks & God Bless, Mahendra Sharma 

27 March 2016, 2.51 PM Santa Barbara 

 
Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your  

trading/Investment strategies! 
 

 

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/?track=sep4mailer
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Disclaimer: 

Mahendraprophey.com services are provided to you for informational purposes only and none of the information on the website or letters 

should be construed as recommendations to buy or sell a particular security, future contracts or a solicitation of offers to buy or sell a 

particular security. The author may make available, certain information related to the potential price movement of particular securities, but 

such information is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as an endorsement or recommendation.   

Readers are strongly advised to use their own judgment, conduct research and to question everything that they read. The information is 

generic in nature and is not targeted at individuals or individual circumstances. All opinions are simply opinions. 

All of the content published on Mahendraprophecy.com and by Mahendra Sharma is to be used for informational purposes only and without 

warranty of any kind. 

Trading of securities, futures market and other financial instruments may not be suitable for all users of this information. Trading stocks and 

investing in the stock, options and futures market in general has large potential rewards. However, they also have large potential risks of 

losing money. 

Traders should consult their own financial advisors regarding any securities transaction, and be responsible for their own investment 

decisions. Past performance is not indicative of future results. 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 
Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on www.mahendraprophecy.com, under US and International 
laws. There will be heavy penalties and severe legal actions will be taken against individuals, groups, or firms who reproduce, 
copy, edit or forward our work in any way, shape or form without the authorized consent of Mahendra Sharma.   

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php 

 

 

Reading daily range:  When we predict a weaker trend it means that prices can break on the lower side and can 
trade below the predicted lows.  

When we predict a positive trend, it means that the daily price can break on the upside and can trade higher than 
the predicted price. 

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php
http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

